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Research Motivation

● In 2000, Taiwanese government initiated the “Electronic Exchange of 

Official Document Program”.

● As of 2016, there were 24,700 government agencies and schools, 7,300 

private or non-profit organizations participated in this program.

● Each year, more than 50,000,000 official documents are securely and 

efficiently transmitted via internet. 

● So, we have Big Data, can we use them to improve the efficiency or 

quality of our administrative works or services? 



Machine Learning

● We adopt the Machine Learning (ML) technology, due to limited budget, 

in this pilot project, we use only matured and proven ML algorithms and 

methods, to explore two possibilities:

○ To suggest official documents having historical values, i.e., candidates 

of national archives.

○ To suggest routes of incoming documents

● The ML method we use is the supervised learning, in specific, the 

classification problem.



Supervised Learning/Classification

● Supervised learning is the machine learning task of learning a function that 

maps an input to an output based on example input-output pairs 

(Wikipedia).

● Classification is the problem of identifying to which of a set of categories

(sub-populations) a new observation belongs, on the basis of a training set

of data containing observations (or instances) whose category membership 

is known (Wikipedia).

● Spam detection is an example of the supervised classification problem.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Categorical_data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Training_set


Label existing mails  as 
“Spam” or “Not spam”

ML algorithm learns 
from trained data to 
derive a model or 
classifier 

The classifier is then used 
to detect spams from 
incoming mails

Supervised Learning/Classification in the Context of Spam Detection



Label archived 
documents  as 
H.V./No H.V.

ML algorithm learns 
from trained data to 
derive a model or 
classifier 

The classifier is then used 
to classify new documents 
into H.V. or No H.V.

Supervised Learning/Classification in the Context of Historical Value Detection



Supervised Learning/Classification in the Context of Routing Recommendation

Label archived 
documents  based 
on their workflows

ML algorithm learns 
from trained data to 
derive a model or 
classifier 

The classifier is then used 
to recommend new 
documents’ routing paths.



Procedure
● Data/Document Collection

○ Data are provided by the Environment Protection Administration (EPA), 

totally about 200,000 documents.

○ Documents are in XML format, each contains sender, receiver(s), date, 

subjects, contents, etc. Semi-structured data. 

● Text Segmentation：Identify terms in documents, e.g., “Global warming” 

v.s.  “global” or “warming”. 

● Feature Extraction：Identify features by calculating TF-IDF

● Model Training：Using TextCNN to train our model.

● Testing：test the model using the test set.

★ TF-IDF: Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency
★ TextCNN: Convolutional Neural Network for Text



Text Segmentation
● Text segmentation is the process of dividing written text into meaningful 

units, such as words, sentences, or topics.

● For Chinese text segmentation, we use the open source program 

developed by Academia Sinica, as illustrated below：

Input text here

Terms 
displayed here



Feature Extraction
● Feature extraction is the process of identifying features, or 

characteristics, from raw data (text or documents). 

● There are many feature extraction algorithms for textual data, we use TF-

IDF (Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency).

● The rationale behind is quite simple and straightforward, if a term 

appears in a document many times (high frequency), but not in most of 

the other documents, then the term may be a feature of that document, 

e.g., “global warming” may be a feature, while “of” is not.

● Based on this, TF-IDF calculates the term frequency (# of occurrences) 

and document frequency for each term, and then calculate the “index” 

for that term. 
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TextCNN
● After we have feature vectors, we can input them to TextCNN 

(Convolutional Neural Network for Text) for deep learning. TextCNN is a 

groundbreaking approach to applying convolutional neural networks to 

text analysis, first published by Yoon Kim in 2014.

● However, the theory and interpretation of TextCNN is beyond the scope 

of this presentation, we can thought of TextCNN as a useful deep 

learning algorithm for sentence classification tasks such as sentiment 

analysis and question classification. 

● We use Google’s open-source, TensorFlow, as main tool.



Task #1 Output：Historical Value Detection

★ In the first 4 epochs, the accuracy rate is 98.9%, exactly the same as No H.V., meaning that 
even if we treat all documents as No H.V., we still get a very high accuracy.

★ If we keep on performing deep learning, the accuracy rate improves gradually. 



Task #1 Output：Historical Value Detection

Confusion Matrix

Predicted Precision Recall F1 Score

H.V. No H.V.

Actual

H.V. 93 46 89.42% 66.91% 76.54%

No H.V. 11 12476 99.63% 99.91% 99.77%

★ H.V. precision = 89.43% = 93 / (93+11). That is, if the model predict a document has 
historical value, then with 90% of chance, it has historical value. 

★ H.V. Recall = 66.91% = 93 / (93 + 46), that is, if a document has historical value, then only 
70% of chance, it will be classified as H.V. 

★ F1 score is the harmonic average of precision and recall, can be used to evaluate our model.



Task #1 Results Interpretation

● The recall rate (67%) is not good enough, our  guess there may be two 

reasons:

○ Unbalanced samples: in our same data set, the ratio of H.V. v.s. No 

H.V. is 1.1% versus 98.9%.

○ There are only 139 H.V. documents, probably not enough to extract 

accuracy “features” from them. We need more H.V. samples.

● In the future, we will perform similar task on more sample data.



Task #2：Document Routing Suggestion

● We labeled 25 routes to our sample data, that is, each archived 

document in the data set followed one of the 25 routes in its lifecycle. 

● The prediction results (see next slide) show that the average accuracy 

rate is 95.85%, thus, we can conclude that deep learning model is 

suitable for dealing with textual classification applications. 



Each model represents 
a route, and each 
element in the model is 
a stop along the route.

# of documents followed a specific route

Accuracy ratio 
evaluated by using 
the test set

The average 
accuracy rate is 
95.85%




